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NEW QUESTION: 1
You develop an HTML5 webpage. You have the following HTML
markup:
You need to add a background color to the first article in each
section.
Which code segment should you add to the webpage?
A. $ ("section:first-of-type").css("background-color",
"#f2f2f2");
B. $ ("section article:first-child").css("background-color",
"#f2f2f2");
C. $ ("section:first-child").css ( "background-color",
"#f2f2f2");
D. $ ("article:first-of-type") .css("background-color",
"#f2f2f2");
Answer: D
Explanation:

The :first-of-type selector matches every element that is the
first child, of a particular type, of its parent.
Reference: CSS3 :first-of-type Selector

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which function does LDAP provide to HP LaserJet?
A. encrypts of email messages
B. sends data to a file system
C. sends data to an SMTP server
D. searches for addresses
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Assume that the HQ phones have access to the HQ partition, and
BR phones have access to the BR
partition. Which set of implementations would best address the
overlapping directory number extensions
for intersite (WAN) calling between the HQ site and the BR
site?
A. Configure a single route pattern for both sites
8[12,12,12].[1-32]XXX.
Use a route list that contains the local route group for each
site.
Prefix the appropriate site code for the calling number.
B. Configure a translation pattern 8222.[12]XXX for site HQ,
and assign it to partition HQ.
Use a CSS that contains the partitions for BR phones.
Configure a translation pattern 8111.[1-3]XXX for site BR, and
assign it to partition BR.
Use a CSS that contains the partitions for HQ phones.
For both translation patterns, configure the called party DDI
of Predot.
Prefix the appropriate site code for the calling number.
C. Configure a route pattern 8222.[12]XXX for site HQ, and
assign it to partition HQ.
Configure the called party DDI of Predot.
Configure a route pattern for site BR 8111.[1-3]XXX, and assign
it to partition BR.
Configure called party DDI Predot.
Use the local gateway at each site. Prefix the appropriate site
code for the calling number.
D. Configure a translation pattern 8222.[12]XXX for site HQ,
and assign it to partition BR.
Use a CSS that contains the partitions for HQ phones.
Configure a translation pattern 8111.[1-3]XXX for site BR, and
assign it to partition HQ.
Use a CSS that contains the partitions for BR phones.

For both translation patterns, configure the called party DDI
of Predot.
Prefix the appropriate site code for the calling number.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
Your network contains two application servers that run Windows
Server 2012 R2. The application servers have the Network Load
Balancing (NLB) feature installed.
You create an NLB cluster that contains the two servers.
You plan to deploy an application named App1 to the nodes in
the cluster. App1 uses TCP port 8080 and TCP port 8081.
Clients will connect to App1 by using HTTP and HTTPS via a
single reverse proxy. App1 does not use session state
information.
You need to configure a port rule for Appl. The solution must
ensure that connections to App1 are distributed evenly between
the nodes.
Which port rule should you use?
To answer, select the appropriate rule in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
*Only the TCP Protocol is needed
* Only a Single host is required.
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